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The Operate program invests in the ongoing activities of arts and cultural organizations. 

Funding through this program supports operating costs and the delivery of impactful 

arts and cultural programming and services. 

See overview of significant program changes on page 4. 

Notification of results 

April 2022 

Applicants – who can apply 

Only organizations that are currently receiving operating funding from the Manitoba 

Arts Council are eligible at this time. 

Grant amount 

For the upcoming intake, MAC is not anticipating significant increases or decreases to 

grant amounts from previous years, but minor adjustments may occur.  

Organizations that have received operating grants from MAC and the Arts Branch of 

the Department of Sport, Culture and Heritage will now receive one operating grant, 

which combines the previous operating grants received from both funding bodies.  

Payment schedule 

Support – Operate grants are paid in two installments of 50% each.  

• 1st installment: released once the Funding Agreement is completed.  

• 2nd installment: released after MAC confirms receipt of a complete Support – 

Operate application for the next year (2023-2024, due on November 15, 2022) 

Note: The second installment of all current year (2021-2022) operating grants will be 

released after MAC confirms receipt of a complete Support – Operate application for 

2022-2023 (due on November 15, 2021). No additional report is needed to receive the 

second installment on current grants. 

Active Engagement and Concerned Status 

Funding through the Support – Operate program falls under MAC’s Active Engagement 

Status/Concerned Status Policy. This policy provides a framework for circumstances in 

which Support – Operate funding is no longer appropriate for an organization.  

Such circumstances could include: 

• Lack of alignment between an organization’s activity or direction and MAC’s 

strategic priorities 

• Financial instability 

• Leadership instability at the staff and/or board level 

• Inability to plan into the future  

• Failure to provide a working environment free from discrimination, harassment, and 

sexual misconduct 

• Failure to fulfill an organization’s funding agreement with MAC 

https://manitobaartscouncil.sharepoint.com/sites/Support-Operate2.0/Shared%20Documents/General/Guidelines/www.artscouncil.mb.ca/about-us/plans-and-reports/
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Program structure 

The Support – Operate program is organized into four streams based on an 

organization’s annual revenue. These streams ensure that the application and reporting 

processes are appropriate for each organization.  

 Stream A Stream B Stream C Stream D 

Annual 

revenue 

Greater than 

$5M  

Between  

$500K - $5M  

Between  

$125K - $500K  
Less than $125K  

Grant 

maximums 

Up to 15%  

of annual 

revenues 

Up to 20%  

of annual 

revenues  

or $500K 

Up to 30%  

of annual 

revenues  

or $100K 

Up to 40%  

of annual 

revenues  

or $30K 

Eligibility  

for project 

funding 

Limited 

availability 

Limited 

availability 

Limited 

availability 

All eligible 

programs 

Financial 

reporting 

Through 

CADAC 

Through 

CADAC 

Through 

CADAC 

In the online 

application 

system using a 

simplified form 

Independent 

verification of 

finances 

Audited 

statements 

Audited 

statements 

Review 

engagement 

Independently 

verified 

statements 

Assessment 

By an external 

panel of peer 

assessors 

By an external 

panel of peer 

assessors 

By an external 

panel of peer 

assessors 

By an internal 

review 

committee 
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1. Annual revenue 

This refers to an organization’s revenue from all sources. To establish an organization’s 

annual revenue and grant maximums, MAC will consider the highest annual revenue 

from the last three years.  

Note: If the amount you are requesting for your 2022-2023 Support - Operate grant is 

less than $30,000, you can select stream D, even if your organization's annual revenue is 

more than $125,000. 

2. Grant maximums 

To ensure long-term organizational sustainability and a fair distribution of arts and 

culture funding, MAC has established maximum grant amounts as detailed in the table 

above. These maximum grant amounts will not be applied until 2025 – 2026 to allow 

organizations to diversify their revenues. 

3. Eligibility for project funding  

Organizations in streams A, B, and C are only eligible to apply for project grants in the 

following programs: 

• Share – Tour  

• Support – Strengthen  

• Recognize – Competitions  

Organizations in stream D may apply to project grants as determined by their 

organization type (for example, community not-for-profit organizations are eligible to 

apply for Share – Artists in Communities. The total amount of MAC grants received by 

an organization in stream D (including its operating grant) cannot exceed $30k per 

calendar year.  

4. Financial reporting 

Organizations in streams A, B, and C, will submit financial and statistical reporting 

through the Canadian Arts Database/Données sur les arts au Canada (CADAC). This is 

a database shared by funding agencies across Canada to collect financial and 

statistical information. For organizations in streams A and B, audited financial 

statements are required. Organizations in stream C may submit a review engagement. 

CADAC verifies the information provided by organizations and reconciles it against 

these externally prepared statements.  

To get started, visit https://thecadac.ca. 

For the current intake only, if an organization is not set up in CADAC, a financial form 

will be made available in the online application system. The information supplied in this 

form will be reconciled against an audited financial statement (or a review 

engagement for organizations in stream C).  

For the November 2022 intake, organizations will be required to be enrolled in CADAC 

to apply for 2023-24 Support – Operate funding. This requirement does not apply to 

book and periodical publishers.  

https://artscouncil.mb.ca/grants/tour/
https://artscouncil.mb.ca/grants/strengthen/
https://artscouncil.mb.ca/grants/competitions/
https://artscouncil.mb.ca/grants/artists-in-communities/
https://thecadac.ca/
https://thecadac.ca/
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Organizations in stream D will not use CADAC to report financials. These organizations 

will submit information about their revenues, expenses, assets, and liabilities through the 

MAC online application system. In addition, an independently reviewed financial 

statement that confirms the information will be required. 

Changes to the program  

This intake of the Support – Operate program is open to organizations that have 

received funding through this program before and to organizations that previously 

received operating support through the Arts Branch of the Department of Sport, 

Culture and Heritage. Because MAC is now serving a larger and more diverse group 

of clients, changes have been made to the program. Here is an overview: 

• The program will offer four streams determined by an organization’s revenue. 

This ensures that the application process and reporting requirements are 

appropriate for organizations of any size.  

• Assessment of applications will be based in part on the primary area of focus 

that organizations select, along with the organization’s performance in the 

areas of inclusion and organizational health. MAC recognizes that 

organizations across the province make an impact in different ways – by 

presenting and publishing art, by serving specific communities, by teaching 

students, and by supporting others in the sector.  

• The updates to the program are guided by MAC’s 2021-2023 strategic 

priorities, Arts and Culture for All Manitobans, which outlines MAC’s new vision, 

purpose, and values. They implement recommendations of Our Way Forward: 

Manitoba’s Culture Policy and Action Plan, which was released in 2019.  

 

  

https://artscouncil.mb.ca/about-us/plans-and-reports/
https://www.gov.mb.ca/cultureplan/index.html
https://www.gov.mb.ca/cultureplan/index.html
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Application content 
MAC now receives grant applications through our Online Application System.  

In order to apply, you will need to have a valid profile in the Online Application System. 

STREAMS AND FOCUS AREAS 

Indicate your organization's annual revenue 

This refers to your organization’s revenue from all sources. You may base your choice on 

the highest annual revenue from the last three years. 

The option you select will affect the questions that you will need to answer on your 

application form. You can change your selection at any time before you submit your 

application. 

❖ Stream A - Revenue above $5,000,000 

❖ Stream B - Revenue between $500,000 and $5,000,000 

❖ Stream C - Revenue between $125,000 and $500,000 

❖ Stream D - Revenue below $125,000 

Indicate your organization's primary area of focus 

Your choice will determine the information you will be asked to submit as part of your 

application and that will be considered during the assessment of your application. 

Note: no matter which option you choose, the application process will offer you the 

opportunity to speak to all the areas in which you work. MAC does not prioritize any 

focus area above any other. You can change your selection at any time before you 

submit your application. 

Organizations in the arts and cultural sector are active in different areas and make an 

impact and fulfill their mandate in their own way. The assessment in the Support – 

Operate program reflects this diversity by asking organizations to identify a primary area 

of focus from the following four options: 

❖ Community building  

These organizations are embedded in their community, whether defined by a 

geographical area or by a collective experience. They play an essential role in the 

health and well-being of their community by giving people the opportunity to take 

an active part in shared artistic and cultural expressions. 

❖ Presenting and publishing 

These organizations inspire and provoke Manitoban audiences. They take risks by 

presenting and publishing innovative and relevant high-calibre artistic work that 

pushes boundaries. They invest in professional Manitoban artists and the creation of 

new artistic work that moves the art form forward. 
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❖ Education and training  

These organizations focus on students in arts and culture, developing skills for lifelong 

learners and aspiring professional artists. They offer rigorous training in one or more 

disciplines, based on a curriculum taught by qualified instructors. 

❖ Sector building  

These organizations focus on their members by building and strengthening arts and 

culture at the sector level. They represent and support a specific discipline or 

stakeholder group within the arts and culture sector and provide resources and 

advocacy for their members. 

 

OPERATIONS 

Governance and administration  

FOR ALL STREAMS 

• What are the vision and the mandate of your organization? 

• Describe the on-going work of your organization's board 

o You can include, for example: What is the role the board plays in strategic 

planning and financial monitoring? Is the board organized into committees? 

How does the board interact with your organization's staff? 

• Upload current board member list (if applicable), including their experience, length 

of their terms, and committee structure and members. 

• Describe how your organization is preparing for the future 

o If applicable, describe how you undertook your most recent strategic plan and 

who participated in the process. Do you have any strategic planning scheduled 

in the upcoming year and if you do, what are your goals for that process? 

• Upload your organization’s most recent strategic plan (if applicable) 

• Upload the minutes for your organization’s most recent Annual General Meeting (if 

applicable) 

• Describe how you invest in artists, arts/cultural professionals, and other freelance 

workers 

o Consider, for instance: are you paying appropriate fees? Do you provide 

professional development opportunities? Are you offering career paths that can 

sustain artistic practices? 

• Describe your building/facilities, including the challenges and opportunities it 

provides. If applicable, describe the role your facility plays in your community. 

• How is your organization reducing its environmental impact in light of the climate 

crisis? 

Note: for the November 2021 intake, this question will not be included in your 

organization's assessment. It will become part of the scoring rubric in future years. 

FOR STREAMS A, B, C ONLY 

• How do you track the progress you are making towards your organization's long-

term goals? 

https://artscouncil.mb.ca/grants/resources/professional-fees/
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• Describe the current administrative and artistic leadership of your organization 

o Consider, for instance: What are the skills, experience, and qualifications that 

your leadership brings to the table? How long has the current leadership been in 

place? Is there a succession plan? 

• Describe how your organization provides a safe and healthy environment for staff, 

contractors, and volunteers 

o You can include, for example: Is your organization following all applicable 

employment legislation? What are you doing to create a respectful space for 

everyone involved with your organization? If your organization works with 

children under the age of 18, describe your child protection and safety policies. 

FOR STREAM D ONLY 

• Describe how the day-to-day operations of your organization are managed 

o Consider, for instance: Who is responsible for overseeing operations, managing 

finances, and long-term planning? Who are the decision makers? Do you have 

paid staff? Who manages volunteers? 

Finances 

FOR ALL STREAMS 

• Describe the main challenges and opportunities for the financial management of 

your organization. 

You can include, for example: 

• A discussion of any significant fluctuations in your organization's financial data 

• A surplus plan, if your organization's accumulated surplus is 25% or more of 

your annual revenues 

• A deficit reduction plan, if your accumulated deficit is 15% or more of your 

annual revenues 

• Any plans you have to diversify your revenues. To ensure long-term 

organizational sustainability and a fair distribution of arts and culture funding, 

MAC has established maximum grant amounts. These will not be applied until 

2025 – 2026 to allow organizations to diversify their revenues. 

• Indicate the amount you are requesting for the upcoming year. We encourage you 

to indicate the amount that your organization requires to be sustainable. MAC is not 

expecting significant increases or decreases, though minor adjustments may occur 
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FOR STREAMS A, B, C ONLY 

Organizations in streams A, B, and C will submit financial and statistical reporting 

through the Canadian Arts Database/Données sur les arts au Canada (CADAC).  

For the current intake only, if an organization is not set up in CADAC, a financial form is 

available as part of this application form. For the November 2022 intake, organizations 

will be required to be enrolled in CADAC to apply for 2023-2024 Support – Operate 

funding. This requirement does not apply to book and periodical publishers. 

FOR STREAM D ONLY 

Organizations in stream D will use a simplified financial template to submit information 

about their revenues, expenses, assets, and liabilities. 

For Stream D, MAC accepts an independently verified financial statement, a review 

engagement, or audited financial statements. 

INCLUSION 

o Provide concrete examples of actions you are taking to remove barriers to 

accessing arts and culture 

o You can include, for example: Meeting accessibility standards for your physical 

and virtual spaces, developing anti-racism training and practices for staff and 

volunteers, creating safe and welcoming spaces. 

o Discuss how the work of your organization contributes towards reconciliation 

between Indigenous Peoples and settlers. 

o Consider, for instance: How are you engaging and consulting with Indigenous 

communities? How are you compensating Elders and Knowledge Keepers that 

you are working with? 

Note: If your organization is Indigenous-led, this question is optional and you may 

skip it by simply entering N/A; however, you are welcome to discuss any 

initiatives you are undertaking in this area. 

o How is the diverse population of Manitoba, and your community in particular, 

reflected in your programming? 

o Consider, for instance: are you building relationships with communities other than 

the one you are a part of? Are you engaged in active outreach to welcome 

members of other communities? 

o Reconciliation and anti-racism 

o Working towards reconciliation and anti-racism is a key priority for MAC. MAC’s 

goal is to enhance the role of BIPOC arts leaders in shaping decisions in the arts 

and cultural sector. Discuss how your organization brings reconciliation and anti-

racism into its decision-making process. Does your organization’s strategic plan 

address this? 

• What is your organization doing to ensure that a variety of perspectives is included 

in decision-making? 

https://thecadac.ca/login.aspx
https://artscouncil.mb.ca/about-us/plans-and-reports/
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o Consider, for instance: are you including groups that have historically been 

marginalized? Are your decisions based on consultations with others? 

• Describe your role in and responsibility to Manitoba's arts and cultural ecosystem 

o What are some of the advantages that your organization benefits from and 

what is your organization’s contribution? 

IMPACT IN YOUR FOCUS AREA 

FOR ALL FOCUS AREAS 

• Describe the programming your organization offers and how it makes an impact 

• Who are the people that your programming is intended to have an impact on? 

• Describe how your organization's programming has developed over time 

FOR COMMUNITY BUILDING 

• How are you embedded in your community? How are you building bridges to other 

communities? 

FOR PRESENTING AND PUBLISHING 

• Message from artistic leadership (for streams A, B, and C only): explain the 

artistic/cultural vision of your organization and its relevance to the people of 

Manitoba. 

• Describe how your organization supports the arts and cultural sector in Manitoba. 

Describe, in particular: 

o how your organization approaches the creation of new work by professional 

Manitoba artists 

o how your organization supports Manitoba artists and arts/cultural workers 

• Provide details for each presentation, publication, or activity scheduled during the 

request year. 

FOR EDUCATION AND TRAINING 

• Describe your approach to teaching 

o Describe the qualifications of your teaching staff. 

o Describe your student evaluation process. 

FOR SECTOR BUILDING 

• How do you promote your members' interests? 
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SUPPORT MATERIAL 

Support material is an important part of the assessment process. Support material 

should be samples of current activities of your organization. The material you upload 

should relate to your chosen focus area. You may choose to include earlier activities to 

provide a context for your application. You must submit a minimum of one, and up to a 

maximum of three items of support material. 

Note: if you are a book and periodical publisher, you may either upload .pdf copies of 

your publications or send physical copies to our office. If you are sending physical 

copies, indicate this clearly in the File Descriptions form and upload a copy of the cover 

of each publication you are submitting. MAC will contact you with further details on 

submitting physical copies. 

The following count as one item: 

❖ up to 5 digital images OR 

❖ up to 15 pages of text OR 

❖ up to 4 minutes of audio or video 

For instance, your three items can be a total of 15 images, or 45 pages of text, or 12 

minutes of audio/video. But you can also submit a combination of images, text, and 

recordings, as long as it falls within the limits. 

• Describe how the support material relates to this application. 

o If you are submitting any support material created by artists other than yourself, 

clearly identify and discuss this work. 
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ASSESSMENT 

Assessment criteria 

Applications to the Support – Operate program will be assessed on three criteria:  

1. Organizational health – an organization’s performance in areas of management, 

governance, finances, and administration 

2. Inclusion – an organization’s work towards removing barriers to accessing arts and 

culture 

3. Impact – the difference an organization makes in its primary focus area. 

Organizations in the arts and cultural sector are active in different areas and make an 

impact and fulfill their mandate in their own way. The assessment in the Support – 

Operate program reflects this diversity by asking organizations to identify a primary area 

of focus from the following four options:  

❖ Community building 

❖ Presenting and publishing 

❖ Education and training 

❖ Sector building 

The choice of focus area will determine what information will be required in the 

application. Note: no matter which option is chosen, the application process will offer 

the opportunity to speak to all the areas in which an organization works. MAC does not 

prioritize any focus area above any other. 

Assessment method 

Applications submitted by organizations in stream D (revenue below $125,000) will be 

assessed by an internal review committee. Applications submitted by organizations in 

streams A, B, and C will be reviewed by a peer assessment committee.  

To score applications on the criteria of organizational health, inclusion, and impact, 

assessors will respond to the following statements. They will only consider those 

statements that apply to each organization. 

Organizational health 

1. The organization's board demonstrates appropriate oversight. 

Consider, for instance: Does the board play an active role in strategic planning 

and financial monitoring? Is the board organized into adequate committees? Is 

there a good working relationship between the board chair and the 

organization’s daily leadership? 

2. The leadership of the organization has experience appropriate to the size and 

scope of the organization. 

3. The organization’s planning demonstrates a robust approach to managing long-

term risk.  

Consider, for instance: Does the organization have a reserve fund? Has the 

organization engaged in strategic planning? Is there a succession plan in place? 

If the organization owns a building or other assets, is there a maintenance plan?  
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4. The organization provides a safe, healthy environment for staff, contractors, and 

volunteers. 

Consider, for instance: Does the organization adhere to all applicable 

employment legislation? Are policies in place to ensure a respectful space for 

everyone involved with the organization? If the organization’s work involves 

children, is child safety a top priority?  

5. The organization invests in artists, arts/cultural professionals, and other freelance 

workers by paying appropriate fees, providing professional development 

opportunities, and offering career paths that can sustain artistic practices.  

6. The organization shows clear evidence of sound financial management. 

7. The organization shows financial resilience through diverse revenue streams. 

Consider, for instance: Is there effective fundraising? Is the organization overly 

reliant on any individual source of income (including on grants from the 

Manitoba Arts Council)?  

8. The organization’s budget reflects the organization’s vision, mission, and mandate. 

Consider, for instance: Is there a healthy balance between operational and 

programming costs? 

9. The organization tracks the progress it is making towards its own long-term goals. 

Inclusion 

1. The organization is actively working to remove barriers to arts and culture.  

Consider, for instance: Does the organization create safe and welcoming 

spaces? Does the organization provide anti-racism training and policies for staff 

and volunteers? Does the organization comply with the Accessibility for 

Manitobans Act?  

2. The organization is working towards reconciliation between Indigenous Peoples and 

settlers. 

3. The programming of this organization demonstrates a commitment to reflecting the 

diversity of Manitoba and of the community it serves. 

4. The organization is committed to building lasting and meaningful relationships with 

people outside its own community.  

Consider, for instance: Does the organization work to create partnerships with 

other communities? Does the organization engage in active outreach to 

welcome members of other communities?  

5. Decision-making in this organization is driven by a commitment to equity, anti-

racism, and reconciliation. 

Consider, for instance: Is the organization committed to diversity in its leadership? 

Does the organization provide a safe place that encourages people from all 

backgrounds to voice their views? Is the organization working to ensure that a 

variety of perspectives is included in decision-making? 

6. The organization recognizes its position by sharing resources with others that are part 

of the arts and cultural sector.  

Consider, for instance: Does the organization acknowledge its role in and 

responsibility to the arts and cultural sector and any advantages that come with 

that position?  

 

https://artscouncil.mb.ca/grants/resources/professional-fees/
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Impact in a chosen focus area 

FOR COMMUNITY BUILDING 

1. The organization forms an essential part of its community. 

Consider, for instance: Is the organization connected to other groups in the 

community, such as schools or businesses? Has the organization developed 

lasting partnerships? Is the organization supported by its community in the form 

of funds and resources?  

2. The organization’s programming is driven by a clear understanding of what its 

community needs. 

Consider, for instance: Is the programming relevant? Does it address themes that 

are important to the members of the community? Is it responsive to changing 

needs?  

3. The programming provided by this organization is effective and impactful. 

Consider, for instance: Does the programming offer community members the 

chance to actively participate in shared artistic and cultural expressions? Do the 

activities and events organized by the applicant have the potential to have a 

positive impact in the lives of those who participate?  

4. The programming has the potential to build bridges to other communities. 

Consider, for instance: Does the organization build lasting relationships with 

groups and individuals who are not community members? 

FOR PRESENTING AND PUBLISHING 

1. The programming of this organization is driven by a clear and coherent artistic vision. 

Consider, for instance: Are the programming choices made by this organization 

driven by a broader understanding of changes in the art form, in the sector, and 

in the world at large? Does the organization know its audience? 

2. The artistic work that this organization presents and/or publishes has the potential to 

develop the art form.  

Consider, for instance: Does it push boundaries? Is it ground-breaking? Is it 

relevant to others in the discipline?   

3. The artistic work that this organization presents and/or publishes is relevant to its 

audience. 

Consider, for instance: Does the work connect to important social and cultural 

trends in the world? 

4. The work that this organization presents and/or publishes has the potential to 

profoundly affect audiences. 

Consider, for instance: Does the organization’s programming have the potential 

to inspire, provoke or challenge audiences?  

5. The organization helps sustain the arts and cultural sector in Manitoba. 

Consider, for instance: Does the organization invest in the creation of new work 

by professional Manitoba artists? Does the organization foster emerging talent 

and nurture artists throughout their careers?  
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FOR EDUCATION AND TRAINING 

1. The organization offers a carefully planned curriculum. 

Consider, for instance: Is the curriculum up-to-date and does it reflect best 

practices? Does the curriculum allow students to accumulate skills and progress 

along a coherent and consistent path?  

2. The organization offers a high-quality learning experience to its students. 

Consider, for instance: Does the organization ensure the quality of the instruction 

that it offers? Are the instructors employed by this organization qualified? Does a 

robust pedagogy underlie the organization’s approach to teaching?  

3. The organization accomplishes the learning outcomes that drive its curriculum. 

Consider, for instance: Does the organization teach its students skills that will 

allow them to engage meaningfully and profoundly with the art form over a long 

period of time? Does the organization prepare students for careers in the arts?  

FOR SECTOR BUILDING 

1. The work of this organization is based on a solid understanding of important trends in 

the part of the arts and cultural sector that it serves. 

2. The organization provides high-quality resources, programs, and services that meet 

the needs of its members. 

Consider, for instance: are the resources offered by the organization relevant to 

the members? Do the resources offered by the organization respond to changes 

in the sector? Do the resources offered by the organization help members to 

sustain their arts practices into the future?  

3. The organization actively promotes its members’ interests. 

Consider, for instance: does the organization advocate on behalf of its 

members? Is the organization’s approach to advocacy well thought out? 

 

 


